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Copyright Management by Design 

Abstract 

Rights management can be a convoluted aspect of comprehensive collection 

management that all cultural institutions must consider. From activities and projects to  

strategy and advocacy, implementing and maintaining proper copyright policies  

within your organization is mandatory. With information resources and best practices  

coming from a plethora of sources, consolidating this information into usable 

documentation can be difficult. Copyright law is also continuously evolving with new 

precedents and case studies emerging and challenging previous norms. Those who  

work with copyright on a regular basis have go-to resources such as fair use checklists, 

Hirtle’s Copyright Term and the Public Domain  chart, U.S. Code: Title 17, etc. Newly  

published, The Copyright Management Guidelines  for Cultural Heritage Institutions  will be 

the next addition to this list of ready reference materials. From Europeana’s Copyright  

Committee, this guide shares streamlined and easy-to-use best practices for copyright  

management in cultural institutions. Both the concise writing and the infographic-like 

execution of the document are designed to take the guesswork out of copyright  

management. Practitioners can utilize the step-by-step guide in whole or in part, 

selecting the advice they require. However, utilizing  all  the goals and phases of this  

document will enable you to reach the ultimate goal of “[Harmonising] all approaches  

to copyright across your organisation.”  These guidelines are  designed to enable 

practitioners to visualize and conceptualize the copyright management process  

holistically. Having a proper foundation in place will enable the expansion of an 

organization's copyright program into a mature set of policies and practices, allowing  

for the integration of copyright into all relevant  aspects of collection management.  
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Stone: Copyright Management by Design 

From the Europeana Copyright Community comes The Copyright Management Guidelines for 
Cultural Heritage Institutions, 1a guide created to communicate best practices for the management of 
copyright in the collections of cultural institutions. Europeana is an organization whose aim is to 
empower the cultural heritage sector in digital transformation and to encourage the harmonization 
of approaches to copyright. These guidelines were developed by the Europeana Copyright 
Community Steering Committee and peer-reviewed by the Copyright Committee. Fred Saunderson, 
Rights and Information Manager at the National Library of Scotland, is the Committee Chair. There 
are nine additional members of the committee, all of whom contribute extensive and diverse 
professional knowledge and experience in the rights management space. With members working in 
cultural institutions as well as functioning in legal and policy-related professional realms, the authors 
of this document are beyond collectively qualified.2 

While copyright considerations can vary considerably between countries and continents, the 
recommendations in this resource can be applied globally, assuming practitioners understand the 
copyright considerations that apply to their specific institution or organization. Two sources 
specifically mentioned as reference materials for the creation of the guide are the open source and 
extremely robust Rights management - suggested procedure3 and Finding the Public Domain: Copyright Review 
Management System Toolkit. 4 While fantastic resources for professionals concerned with rights 
management, neither are an easy reference for quick answers and digestion. Europeana's guide, 
however, distinguishes itself through its design and concise conveyance of information. 

The format of the guidelines is a PDF document which can be freely downloaded from the 
Europeana Pro website with no account or information required. It can be accessed on any device 
and is licensed with the Creative Commons license “Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0),” 
meaning the document can be shared and adapted, even commercially, as long as proper attribution 
is given and any changes are indicated. The document is deceptively simple and well designed, with 
enhancing infographic-like illustrations outlining step-by-step action items for different phases of an 
organization’s implementation. The style is clean and concise for the clear communication of 
essential information. The writing is succinct, mainly in bulleted format, and effectively integrates 
with graphical elements to promote more effective communication. 

1 Europeana Copyright Community Steering Group, Copyright Management: Guidelines for Cultural Heritage Institutions, 
Europeana, 2022, https://pro.europeana.eu/post/copyright-management-guidelines-for-cultural-heritage-institutions . 
2 Europeana Foundation, Meet the Steering Group, Europeana, 2022, https://pro.europeana.eu/page/europeana-
copyright#steering-group . 
3 Collections Trust, Rights management – suggested procedure, 2017, https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/rights-
management-suggested-procedure/ . 
4 Melissa Levine, Richard C. Adler, Justin Bonfiglio, Kristina Eden, and Brian S. Hall, Finding the Public Domain: Copyright 
Review Management System Toolkit, 2016, http://dx.doi.org/10.3998/crmstoolkit.14616082.0001.001 . 
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Introduction 

The aim of this document is to support best practice in 

copyright management In cultural heritage organisations 

by highlighting the steps an organisation can take 

with the ultimate goal of developing a harmonised 

approach. It focuses on establishing adequate workflows 

to deal with copyright in collection management. 

providing sufficient copyright support or knowledge and 

integrating copyright needs in activities and projects. 

Stone: Copyright Management by Design 

Figure 1: The introduction illustrates effective communication through graphic elements and succinct writing.5 

This resource is easy to navigate and understand, with coherent and intuitive presentation of 
information. The document begins with a concise introduction and immediately highlights the main 
goal, the supporting goal, and the three phases to reach these goals. I especially appreciate the 
corresponding graphic aspects of the document, which are both color coordinated and visually 
representative. As the reader moves through the document, the consistency of this graphic ties back 
to the introduction. Each section also has its own infographic that walks the reader through the 
objective, workflow, who to involve, who to inform, what to document, how to document, and how 
to start the discussion. Having these common steps within each phase definitely enhances the 
reader’s ability to make connections and deepen their comprehension of this process. Because of the 
quality of the layout and presentation of information, it is unnecessary for this to be a multimedia 
resource. However, I could see an opportunity to enhance these elements to make a truly remarkable 
interactive resource, but this might make the resource over-designed and is not necessary. 

Figure 2: Graphic elements signaling the main goal, the supporting goal, and the three phases.6 

5 Europeana Copyright Community Steering Group, Copyright Management, 2. 
6 Ibid, 3-5. 
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PHASE TWO 

Expansion 
I Nurture sufficient copyright knowledge 

and support across your organisation 

@ ~ 
O1/fCTIVf 

( SUPPORTING STAFF) • Eslabllsh copyrlghl e<lucallon levels 
rorall roles 1 

Ensure staff In the • Design guidance and training padcagM 
or1anlsallon have targeted to each level 

enough training or • Work with human resources teams and 

support a\lallable managers to ensure that all staff receive 
guidance and training according to their 
level 

0 ,----.. 
WHO TO INVOLVI 

• Human resources 
teams 

• Manag@rs 
• Compnanc1 and 

copyrlgh1 e1t.perts 

'SomarolHIN)'raqujr• MW.to nocCIP)'rl&ht ~port wtlilia 111:Mrolelim.1~ rwqulr••111ft!SNll1uppan •nd~ 

@ ~ 0 ,----.. 
OIJICllVI WHO TO INVOLVI 

SUPPORTING • Speclflc copyright education le-vet for • Human resources 
ADMINISTRATION senior management, which focuses teams 

on communkatlng the lmportanu of • ~nlor managers 
Senior marwigement copyright to different aspects of the • Compliance and 

understand.s the Importance- otganlsatlon's worli:: and risks copyrighl e1t.perts 
or dealln1 with c;opyrl&ht • Dedicated tralnlnglcopyright Induction 

adequately processes for senior managers 

~ 
~ £JJ (Q 

WHAT TO OOCUMINT HOW TO OOCUMINT HOW TO ITAIIT THI OISCUSSION 

• Copyrlghl education levels Internal rKords • Show risks of lack or 
• Recording the depth and available to managers copyright knowledge 

breadth of Information rhat and reams as connected to che 
must be known at that ltl"'el strategic ob}ectives or the 

• The amount or training organisation 
required at !hat level (fre- • Check fot external Input 
quency, detail) • Benchmarking 

~ £JJ (Q 
WHAT TO OOCUMfNT HOW TO OOCUMfNT HOW lO SJ.UT lHf OISCUSSION 

• Copyright education level Internal records • Case stud1M 
• RecordJn9 the level the available to managers • Risks of not understandlr13 

lnfotmation that must be and teams copyright 
known ,11 this level • Benchmarklna 

• The amount of training 
required at 1hls level 
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The structure of The Copyright Management Guidelines for Cultural Heritage Institutions is as 
purposeful as the content. For each goal and phase there is an objective, followed by “tips to getting 
there.” These tailored tips on how to succeed are presented in categories: workflow, who to involve, 
who to inform, what to document, how to document, and how to start the discussion. The ultimate 
goal is to “Harmonise all approaches to copyright across your organisation,” which is achieved by 
tying an organization’s strategic objectives to policy. The supporting goal is to “Harmonise a specific 
approach to risk management for your organisation” and includes evaluating risk, determining your 
organization’s level of appropriate risk, and evaluating potential tools. 

The first phase is “building your organization’s foundation” for dealing with copyright 
during different stages of collections development. The objective of this phase is acquiring both 
materials and copyright information, as well as the documentation of this information. Many 
organizations struggle with this stage because it necessitates retroactive investigation; however, it is 
essential for transparency and usage rights. Also in phase one is how an organization makes its 
materials available to the public through digitization, reproduction, access, and use. These variables 
are part of the foundation but come after the collection of copyright information due to the fact that 
they are essential, but the former dictates the latter. 

Figure  3: Phase two, Expansion, shows the approach  of the document: high-level, goal-focused,  and phase-driven.7  

Phase two is the expansion  of  your copyright program through knowledge,  support,  and 
advocacy across the organization. Staff need appropriate training to become subject matter experts  
and continue their learning through  professional development. Staff also  need the buy-in of upper-
level management who  understand the importance of  and expect the proper implementation of  

7  Europeana Copyright Community Steering Group,  Copyright Management, 7.  
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copyright policies. Phase three – the final stage – is all about integrating copyright considerations 
into all relevant activities and making sure it is part of planning and execution. This also requires that 
an organization have proper resources allocated. For many nonprofits, adequate resources can be a 
challenge; however, having copyright requirements as a box to check on a planning to do this can 
make the process efficient and avoid retroactive needs later. 

Engaging with The Copyright Management Guidelines for Cultural Heritage Institutions will make it a 
ready reference resource for anyone who works with copyright management. This includes 
professionals beyond cultural institutions and those who work at organizations with mature, well-
realized programs. For those seeking more specific details regarding the technical side or “how to,” 
this is not the right document. For those who work in an institution with specialty collections, such 
as visual resources or multimedia collections, this document will not differentiate. These best 
practices are essential, high-level steps that any organization or individual working with copyright 
management can gain value from, including management and those less familiar with policies and 
procedures. The document is goal-focused and phase driven. The journey map design enables the 
efficient sharing of information that can often be complex. Delivering on the goal of outlining how 
to achieve a harmonized approach to organizational copyright, Europeana’s Copyright Committee 
has created an invaluable resource. 
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